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ABSTRACT We assessed the effectiveness and safety of standardised, shorter multidrug-resistant
tuberculosis (MDR-TB) regimens by pooling data from observational studies.
Published studies were identified from medical databases; unpublished studies were identified from
expert consultation. We conducted aggregate data meta-analyses to estimate pooled proportions of
treatment outcomes and individual patient data (IPD) meta-regression to identify risk factors for
unsuccessful treatment in patients treated with 9- to 12-month MDR-TB regimens composed of a secondline injectable, gatifloxacin/moxifloxacin, prothionamide, clofazimine, isoniazid, pyrazinamide and
ethambutol.
We included five studies in which 796 out of 1279 (62.2%) individuals with confirmed MDR-TB
(98.4%) or rifampin-resistant TB (1.6%), and not previously exposed to second-line drugs, were eligible for
shorter regimens. 669 out of 796 participants were successfully treated (83.0%, 95% CI 71.9–90.3%). In
IPD meta-regression (three studies, n=497), failure/relapse was associated with fluoroquinolone resistance
(crude OR 46, 95% CI 8–273), pyrazinamide resistance (OR 8, 95% CI 2–38) and no culture conversion by
month 2 of treatment (OR 7, 95% CI 3–202). Two participants acquired extensive drug resistance. Four
studies reported grade 3 or 4 adverse events in 55 out of 304 (18.1%) participants.
Shorter regimens were effective in treating MDR-TB; however, there is uncertainty surrounding the
generalisability of the high rate of treatment success to less selected populations, to programmatic settings
and in the absence of drug susceptibility tests to key component drugs.
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Introduction
Each year, 480 000 people develop active tuberculosis (TB) with strains resistant to at least isoniazid and
rifampin, termed multidrug-resistant (MDR)-TB [1]. The 2011 World Health Organization (WHO)
recommendations on the composition and duration of MDR-TB treatment regimens were primarily
informed by an individual patient data (IPD) meta-analysis of 9153 patients that showed successful
treatment was more likely if a second-line injectable was used for ∼8 months (the “intensive phase”) and if
the total treatment duration was ⩾20 months in previously untreated MDR-TB patients [2, 3]. Because of
the burden of prolonged therapy on patients and TB programmes, and also because second-line drugs are
expensive, poorly tolerated and associated with high rates of adverse events [4, 5], there is substantial
interest in developing shorter MDR-TB regimens.
In 2010, VAN DEUN et al. [6] reported an observational study, undertaken in Bangladesh by the Damien
Foundation and the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease (the Union), in which
sequential cohorts of MDR-TB patients were treated with standardised regimens. The most effective
regimen (now known as “the Bangladesh regimen”) was 9–11 months in duration, used kanamycin,
high-dose gatifloxacin, prothionamide, high-dose isoniazid, clofazimine, pyrazinamide and ethambutol,
and achieved recurrence-free cure in 88% of patients [6, 7].
We report here a meta-analysis of observational studies of regimens of ⩽12 months in duration whose
composition was based on the Bangladesh regimen, i.e. standardised shorter regimens. Our primary
objective was to estimate the probability of treatment success in MDR-TB patients treated with these
regimens. Secondary objectives were to identify risk factors for failure/relapse, death and loss to follow-up,
to estimate risks of acquired drug resistance, and to calculate the proportion of participants experiencing
adverse events. Our results were used to inform the 2016 update of the WHO MDR-TB treatment
guidelines [8].

Methods
Design
We used aggregate and IPD meta-analyses of observational studies identified through systematic review
and expert consultation.
Study selection
Studies reporting MDR-TB treatment outcomes, published from 2009 to August 2015, were identified by
searching Medline, Embase and the Cochrane Library. Search terms, detailed in the supplementary
material, included “multidrug-resistant tuberculosis”, drug names and treatment outcomes. Two reviewers
(Z.L. and M.B.) selected titles and abstracts for full-text review, separating studies that used regimens of
conventional duration (⩾18 months) from those that used shorter regimens. Unpublished studies of
shorter regimens were identified by a panel of experts from the WHO and the Union.
The shorter regimen studies identified by the literature search, and by the panel, were further assessed for
inclusion in the current meta-analysis (a meta-analysis of conventional duration studies is reported
elsewhere [9]). Inclusion criteria were: prospective design; participants with MDR-TB or rifampin-resistant
TB confirmed either by culture- or nucleic acid amplification-based drug susceptibility tests (DSTs);
treatment with shorter standardised regimens, of up to 12 months in duration, of composition based on
the Bangladesh regimen; approval by a research ethics board and informed consent of participants (given
international recommendations that shorter regimens only be used in the context of research);
standardised measurement of TB treatment outcomes; and availability of the following information on the
majority of participants: age at treatment initiation, sex, history of prior TB treatment, DST methods and
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results, and details on the regimen utilised (combination and dose of drugs). We excluded studies of
shorter regimens that were individualised, or not based on the Bangladesh regimen, or that did not meet
the inclusion criteria enumerated above.
Data extraction
For all studies, we collected inclusion and exclusion criteria (supplementary table S1), the number of
patients with confirmed MDR-TB that were eligible for initiation of MDR-TB treatment during the study
period, and the number initiating shorter MDR-TB regimens. For studies where only aggregate results (not
IPD) were available, one of the investigators (F.A.K.) used a standard form to extract data on the following
key variables: treatment regimens, outcomes (including adverse events), age, sex, history of prior TB
treatment, HIV status and antiretroviral usage, results of sputum acid-fast bacilli smear microscopy, chest
radiographs, and DSTs (molecular and phenotypic). For studies that provided IPD, the key variables were
summarised directly from the data. Authors were contacted to provide information on participant
selection and key variables that were not available in the publications.
Exclusion of individual participants
As isoniazid is used in the shorter regimen, we excluded participants with isoniazid-susceptible strains in
order to avoid overestimating efficacy in patients with confirmed MDR-TB (this applied to a small
number of patients, see table 1 footnote for details); however, participants with documented
rifampin-resistant strains in whom DSTs for isoniazid had not been performed were included. From
ongoing studies, we excluded participants whose treatment had started within 1 year of the date that data
were provided to us.
Outcome definitions
We collected data on the following outcomes: success (cure or treatment completion), failure, death, loss to
follow-up and relapse, keeping the original definitions applied in each study (enumerated in
supplementary table S2). As relapse was rare, we combined failure and relapse into a single outcome. The
month of culture conversion was that of the first of two consecutive negative cultures, performed at least
30 days apart. Adverse events were stratified by severity using the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, Division of AIDS (DAIDS) system (rsc.tech-res.com).
Statistical analyses
We used the exact binomial likelihood method for all meta-analyses, which is less likely to produce biased
estimates of heterogeneity for binary outcome data [10]. Random-effects models were used whenever
possible; fixed-effects models were used when random-effects models did not converge (which happened
due to small sample sizes or few outcome events). In random-effects meta-analyses, between-study
heterogeneity was quantified by the variance of the random-effects parameter [10] and considered
significant when this variable’s confidence interval did not overlap with 0.
We first calculated study-level outcomes for each study that had provided IPD and then pooled these with
aggregate data from the remaining studies. The pooled proportion of patients successfully treated was
estimated using three definitions of unsuccessful treatment outcome: 1) failure/relapse, 2) failure/relapse or
death and 3) failure/relapse, death or loss to follow-up.
We then proceeded to IPD meta-regression in order to determine if baseline characteristics or timing of
culture conversion were associated with 1) failure/relapse versus treatment success, 2) death versus survival
(either treatment failure/relapse or success) and 3) loss to follow-up versus survival. For these analyses, we
used generalised linear mixed models estimated using adaptive Gaussian hermite quadrature. Covariates
assessed were: demographic variables, HIV infection, measures of disease severity (smear positivity, cavities
on chest radiograph), timing of culture conversion and baseline drug resistance. Effect measures were
reported as odds ratios with 95% confidence intervals. Analyses were univariable given the small number
of events and studies.
Acquired drug resistance was infrequently ascertained; hence, we reported only the numbers tested and
found to have acquired drug resistance.
For each type of adverse event, we calculated the proportion of participants that were affected within each
study, stratifying by severity when possible. We also calculated the pooled proportion of participants
experiencing any type of grade 3 or 4 adverse event (i.e. pooling all types of events).
All analyses were performed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Forest plots were
generated with R version 3.2.4 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
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TABLE 1 Description of studies: data available, exclusion criteria, treatment characteristics and enrolment

Years of enrolment
Status
Level of data available
Duration of
post-treatment
follow-up years
Exclusion criteria
Prior treatment with
second-line drugs
Pregnancy
Baseline XDR-TB
Baseline
fluoroquinolone
resistance
Baseline second-line
injectable resistance
Baseline DST performed
Rifampin

Bangladesh

Cameroon

Niger

Uzbekistan

Swaziland

2005–2011
Published [6, 7]

2008–2011
Published [11]

2008–2010
Published [12]

Individual patient
2

Aggregate
1

Aggregate
2

2013–2015
Ongoing (see text
for details)
Individual patient
1

2014–2016
Ongoing (see text
for details)
Individual patient
1

Excluded

Excluded

Excluded

Excluded

Excluded
Excluded

Excluded
Excluded

Excluded
Excluded

Excluded
Excluded if
moxifloxacin#

Excluded if dual¶

Excluded if dual¶

Yes (culture,
molecular)
Yes (culture,
molecular)
Yes (culture)

Yes (culture)

Yes (culture)

Yes (culture)

Isoniazid

Yes (culture)

Yes (culture)

Yes (culture)

Kanamycin

Yes (culture)

Yes (culture)

Yes (culture)

Ofloxacin

Yes (culture)

Yes (culture)

Yes (culture)

Yes (culture)

No

Yes (culture)

Yes (culture,
molecular)
Yes (culture,
molecular)
Yes (culture,
molecular)
Yes (culture,
molecular)
No

Yes (culture)
Yes (culture)
Yes (culture)

No
No
No

No
No
Yes (culture)

No
Yes (culture)
Yes (culture)

No
Yes (culture)
Yes (culture)

Daily throughout

Daily throughout

Daily throughout

Daily throughout

Daily throughout

Compulsory,
intensive phase

Compulsory,
intensive phase

Selective, intensive
phase

Selective, variable

Selective, variable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4 (6)

4 (6)

4 (6)

4 (6)

4 (8)

5

8

8

5

5

Kanamycin

Kanamycin

Kanamycin

Gatifloxacin-high
(weight-based high
dose; maximum
800 mg daily)

Gatifloxacin-usual
(400 mg daily)

Gatifloxacin-high
(weight-based high
dose; maximum
800 mg daily)

Capreomycin or
kanamycin§
Moxifloxacin-usual
(400 mg daily)

Kanamycin or
amikacin§
Moxifloxacin-usual
(400 mg daily)

High

Usual

High

High

High

Prothionamide or
ethionamide
Clofazimine
Pyrazinamide
Ethambutol
Treatment characteristics
Directly observed
treatment
Hospitalisation
compulsory versus
selective, duration
Psychosocial,
economic or
nutritional support
provided to patients
Regimen
Intensive phase+
duration months
(maximum)
Continuation phase
duration months
Second-line
injectable type
Fluoroquinolone
(used in both
intensive and
continuation phases
in all studies)
type-dose
Isoniazid (used
only in intensive
phase in all
studies) dose

Yes (culture)
Yes (culture)

Continued
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TABLE 1 Continued

Prothionamide
used in what
phase
Clofazimine,
pyrazinamide,
ethambutol

Bangladesh

Cameroon

Niger

Uzbekistan

Swaziland

Intensive

Intensive

Intensive

Throughout

Throughout

Used in all studies, in intensive and continuation phases

XDR: extensively drug-resistant; TB: tuberculosis; DST: drug susceptibility test. #: participants with ofloxacin-resistant strains that were
susceptible to moxifloxacin could be included; ¶: resistance to kanamycin plus one other second-line injectable; +: defined as the period where
a second-line injectable agent is utilised; §: in Uzbekistan, participants initiated treatment with capreomycin and were switched to kanamycin if
DSTs demonstrated kanamycin susceptibility; in Swaziland, amikacin was used in participants with kanamycin-resistant strains.

Results
Study selection is depicted in supplementary figure S1. Three published observational studies (reported in
four papers [6, 7, 11, 12]) of shorter standardised regimens were identified in the search of medical
databases and all were included. Three unpublished studies were identified by the expert panel; one was
excluded because interim data were not shared. Hence, a total of five studies were included (table 1): three
published (Bangladesh [6, 7], Cameroon [11] and Niger [12]) and two unpublished (Uzbekistan
(Médecins Sans Frontières Operational Center Amsterdam (MSF-OCA), London, UK/Ministry of Health,
Nukus, Uzbekistan) and Swaziland (MSF-OCA, Amsterdam, The Netherlands/Ministry of Health,
Manzini, Swaziland)). One published study (Bangladesh) and both unpublished studies (Uzbekistan and
Swaziland) provided IPD. Relapse data were available in all studies for at least 1 year of post-treatment
follow-up.
Description of studies
Key study-level characteristics are summarised in table 1. Prior treatment with second-line TB drugs
(>30 days of use) was an exclusion criteria in four studies (Bangladesh, Cameroon, Niger and Uzbekistan),
as was baseline extensively drug-resistant (XDR)-TB (Cameroon, Niger, Uzbekistan and Swaziland).
Ofloxacin resistance was an exclusion criterion in the Uzbekistan study and moxifloxacin resistance was an
exclusion criterion in the Swaziland study. Fluoroquinolone resistance was not an exclusion criterion in
the three published studies (Bangladesh, Cameroon and Niger). Comorbidities applied as exclusion criteria
included critical condition/severe illness (Cameroon and Swaziland), cardio-respiratory insufficiency
(Bangladesh), severe liver disease (Bangladesh and Niger), severe renal impairment (Uzbekistan and
Swaziland), diabetes (Niger) and confirmed corrected QT prolongation (Uzbekistan and Swaziland) (see
supplementary table S1 for additional details).
In all studies, treatment was provided under daily direct observation throughout both phases and
participants also received psychosocial, financial or nutritional support. Hospitalisation during the
intensive phase was compulsory in Bangladesh and Cameroon, and was used selectively at other sites.
As shown in table 1, the duration of the intensive and continuation phases, as well the composition of the
regimen, varied between the studies. The intensive phase could be extended up to 8 months in the
Swaziland study. The continuation phase duration was 5 months in three studies (Bangladesh, Uzbekistan
and Swaziland) and 8 months in two studies (Niger and Cameroon). Gatifloxacin was used in three studies
(Bangladesh, Cameroon and Niger), of which two used it at high doses (Bangladesh and Niger).
Usual-dose moxifloxacin was used instead of gatifloxacin in Uzbekistan and Swaziland.
Participant selection
Among patients with confirmed MDR-TB or rifampin-resistant TB, 373 out of 1279 (29.2%) did not
initiate treatment with a shorter regimen and were excluded from our study. Reasons why participants
with confirmed MDR-TB did not initiate a shorter regimen are enumerated in table 2; the most common
reasons were prior exposure to second-line drugs (n=85), pre-treatment loss to follow-up (n=74), baseline
drug resistance pattern (n=42, of whom three had XDR-TB) and pre-treatment death (n=29).
We also excluded 110 out of 1246 (8.8%) patients that initiated a shorter regimen; 86 out of 110 were
excluded because their treatment started within 1 year of provision of data to our study and 15 out of 110
were excluded due to baseline drug resistance (either XDR-TB, combined capreomycin and kanamycin or
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TABLE 2 Participant selection
Bangladesh

Cameroon

Niger

Uzbekistan

Swaziland

Years of enrolment
Cases of MDR-TB confirmed in centres
during study period
MDR-TB confirmed
and did not initiate
short regimen
Prior treatment with
second-line drugs
Baseline resistance

2005–2011
527

2008–2011
237

2008–2010
97

2013–2015
316

2014–2016
102

29 (5.5)

87 (36.7)

32 (33.0)

199 (63.0)

26 (25.5)

18

NR

19

48

NA

2 (XDR)

NR

0

1 (XDR)

Lost before initiation
Died before
initiation
Other/not specified
MDR-TB confirmed
and initiated short
regimen but
excluded from
analysis
Treatment ongoing/
ended within
1 year of data
provision
Baseline resistance
identified after
treatment initiation
and regimen
subsequently
changed
Other/not specified
Confirmed MDR-TB treated with short
regimen and analysed

NR
NR

50
13

0
9

23 (ofloxacin resistance); 16
(dual-injectable resistance)
21
5

9
5 (1.0)

24
0

4
0

86
53 (16.7)

20
52 (51.0)

0

0

0

39

47

2 (XDR)

0

0

3 (XDR); 8 (dual-injectable resistance); 1
(ofloxacin resistance)

1 (XDR)

3
493 (93.5)#

0
150 (63.3)#

0
65 (67.0)#

2
64 (20.3)¶

4
24 (23.5)¶

3
2

Data are presented as n or n (%), unless otherwise stated. MDR: multidrug-resistant; TB: tuberculosis; NR: not reported; NA; not applicable;
XDR: extensively drug-resistant. #: isoniazid and rifampin resistance confirmed in all patients; ¶: includes participants with rifampin-resistant
TB in whom drug susceptibility test to isoniazid not performed (Uzbekistan, n=7; Swaziland, n=6), but excludes participants with confirmed
rifampin resistance and confirmed susceptibility to isoniazid (Uzbekistan, n=5; Swaziland, n=8).

ofloxacin). Among included participants, 782 out of 796 (98.4%) had DST confirmation of rifampin and
isoniazid resistance, and 13 out of 796 (1.6%) had confirmation of rifampin resistance but isoniazid
susceptibility tests had not been performed.
Baseline characteristics
Table 3 summarises the baseline characteristics. Study populations had similar age distributions, centred
around the fourth decade. Variability was seen in the proportion of female participants (lowest in
Bangladesh and Niger) and in primary MDR-TB (common in the Uzbekistan and Swaziland studies, and
rare in the others). The greatest proportion of people living with HIV was in the Swaziland cohort,
followed by Niger. The majority of people living with HIV initiated antiretroviral treatment either before
or during MDR-TB treatment (Swaziland: 15 out of 16; Cameroon: 22 out of 30).
Fluoroquinolone resistance was most common in the Bangladesh cohort (13%), followed by the Swaziland
cohort (7%). Baseline resistance to second-line injectable agents was observed only in the Uzbekistan
cohort among 31% of included participants. Pyrazinamide resistance was seen in the majority of
participants in Uzbekistan and Swaziland, and unmeasured in Niger and Cameroon.
Study outcomes
Individual study and pooled treatment outcomes are reported in figure 1. There were 17 cases of treatment
failure, 51 participants died and 54 were lost to follow-up on treatment. Details on relapse are provided in
supplementary table S3; there were five cases of relapse (three in Bangladesh, one in Uzbekistan and one
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TABLE 3 Baseline characteristics of included participants

Years of enrolment
Participants included in
meta-analyses
Age years
Female
Primary MDR
HIV-positive
Smear-positive
Chest radiograph cavities
Baseline resistance
Fluoroquinolones#
Kanamycin
Capreomycin
Prothionamide/ethionamide
Pyrazinamide
Ethambutol

Bangladesh

Cameroon

Niger

Uzbekistan

Swaziland

2005–2011
493

2008–2011
150

2008–2010
65

2013–2015
64

2014–2016
24

33.6±12.9
150/493 (30.4)
4/493 (0.8)
NR
475/493 (96.3)
99/493 (20.1)

35.1
73/150 (48.7)
1/150 (0.1)
30/150 (20.0)
150/150 (100)
NR

31 (27–38)
12/65 (18.5)
1/65 (1.5)
1/58 (1.7)
54/65 (83.1)
23/65 (35.4)

33.7±14.4
35/64 (54.7)
46/60 (76.7)
0/44
28/61 (45.9)
26/60 (43.3)

35.2±14.4
13/24 (54.2)
20/24 (83.3)
16/24 (66.7)
12/23 (52.2)
NR

65/485 (13.4)
0/485
NR
82/466 (17.6)
99/240 (41.3)
321/493 (65.1)

0/133
0/135
NR
NR
NR
NR

1/65 (1.5)
0/65
NR
7/65 (10.8)
NR
45/65 (69.2)

0/50
13/49 (26.5)
2/48 (4.2)
NR
32/38 (84.2)
30/43 (69.8)

1/15 (6.7)
0/14
NR
5/14 (35.7)
10/14 (71.4)
12/17 (70.6)

Data are presented as n, mean±SD, group mean, median (interquartile range) or n/n (%), unless otherwise
stated. Denominators less than the total participants are due to missing data. MDR: multidrug-resistant;
NR: not reported; DST: drug susceptibility test; MIC: minimum inhibitory concentration; TB: tuberculosis.
#
: in all studies, DSTs for ofloxacin were performed to identify resistance to fluoroquinolones. In
Bangladesh, 163 participants also had DSTs for gatifloxacin performed. Gatifloxacin resistance was defined
as low level if MIC 0.5–1 mg·L−1 and high level if MIC ⩾2 mg·L−1 [7]. Of the 65 participants with
fluoroquinolone-resistant TB from Bangladesh, the breakdown of the resistance profile was as
follows: n=13 ofloxacin-susceptible with low-level gatifloxacin resistance, n=20 ofloxacin-resistant with
low-level gatifloxacin resistance, n=27 ofloxacin-resistant with high-level gatifloxacin resistance, and n=5
ofloxacin-resistant and gatifloxacin DSTs not performed. We classified five participants from Bangladesh
with ofloxacin-resistant and gatifloxacin-susceptible MDR-TB as fluoroquinolone-susceptible.

in Swaziland). The rate of treatment success versus failure/relapse was 97.0% (95% CI 80.1–99.6%), the rate
of treatment success versus failure/relapse or death was 88.1% (95% CI 78.1–93.9%) and the rate of
treatment success versus failure/relapse, death or loss to follow-up was 83.0% (95% CI 71.9–90.3%).
Between-study heterogeneity was significant for success versus failure/relapse.

IPD meta-regression
Table 4 summarises associations between baseline participant characteristics and failure/relapse versus
treatment success, death versus survival (excluding loss to follow-up) and loss to follow-up versus survival
(excluding death). Heterogeneity estimates for failure/relapse are provided in supplementary table S4; for
death and loss to follow-up, all analyses used fixed-effects models due to nonconvergence when including
a random effect. No culture conversion by month 2 of treatment, use of moxifloxacin rather than
gatifloxacin, fluoroquinolone resistance and pyrazinamide resistance were significantly associated with
greater odds of failure/relapse. Death was associated with HIV infection. Loss to follow-up was more likely
among participants that had not experienced culture conversion by month 2 of treatment.

Impact of combined fluoroquinolone and pyrazinamide resistance
As shown in table 5, the probability of successful treatment was highest among participants with MDR-TB
susceptible to both fluoroquinolones and pyrazinamide, and lowest with resistance to both.

Acquired drug resistance
Limited data on acquired drug resistance, to five of the component drugs, were available from the three
studies that provided IPD (Bangladesh, Uzbekistan and Swaziland) (table 6). Acquired resistance was
observed in four out of 21 participants who failed or relapsed; in three, baseline DSTs had demonstrated
resistance to fluoroquinolones and ethambutol, two of whom also had baseline pyrazinamide resistance.
XDR-TB was acquired by two participants: one had a fluoroquinolone-resistant strain at baseline that
acquired resistance to kanamycin, and the other had a strain that was susceptible at baseline to both
fluoroquinolones and second-line injectables (without DST results for other medications).
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a)
Country

Success

Total

Success % (95% CI)

Bangladesh

415

424

97.9 (96.0–99.0)

Cameroon

134

135

99.3 (95.9–100)

Niger

58

58

100 (93.8–100)

Uzbekistan

45

54

83.3 (70.7–92.1)

Swaziland

17

20

85.0 (62.1–96.8)

Pooled

669

691

97.0 (80.1–99.6)

50
b)
Country

Success

Total

Success % (95% CI)

Bangladesh

415

453

91.6 (88.7–94.0)

Cameroon

134

145

92.4 (86.8–96.2)

Niger

58

64

90.6 (80.7–96.5)

Uzbekistan

45

56

80.4 (67.6–89.8)

Swaziland

17

24

70.8 (48.9–87.4)

Pooled

669

742

88.1 (78.1–93.9)

50
60
70
80
90
100
Success versus failure/relapse or death %

c)
Country

60
70
80
90
100
Success versus failure/relapse %

Success

Total

Success % (95% CI)

Bangladesh

415

493

84.2 (80.7–87.3)

Cameroon

134

150

89.3 (83.3–93.8)

Niger

58

65

89.2 (79.1–95.6)

Uzbekistan

45

64

70.3 (57.6–81.1)

Swaziland

17

24

70.8 (48.9–87.4)

Pooled

669

796

83.0 (71.9–90.3)

50

60
70
80
90
Success versus failure/relapse,
death or loss to follow-up %

100

FIGURE 1 Forest plots of treatment outcomes from aggregate data random-effects meta-analyses of five
studies: a) success versus failure/relapse, b) success versus failure/relapse or death and c) success versus
failure/relapse, death or loss to follow-up. Between-study heterogeneity was significant for success versus
failure/relapse. Heterogeneity estimates: success versus failure/relapse 2.1 (95% CI 0.4–16.2), success versus
failure/relapse or death 0.2 (95% CI 0–1.6) and success versus failure/relapse, death or loss to follow-up 0.2
(95% CI 0–1.3).

Adverse events
The two ongoing studies in Uzbekistan and Swaziland documented adverse events using the DAIDS
system. In the Bangladesh study, adverse events recorded corresponded to at least DAIDS grade 2, but
were not further stratified. For the other studies in Niger and Cameroon, we were able to assign a DAIDS
severity for some types of adverse events using published data and supplemental information from
investigators. Grade 3 or 4 adverse events were reported in four studies and occurred in 55 out of 303
(18.1%, 95% CI 12.1–26.2%) participants. Adverse events by system are enumerated in table 7. Grade 2 or
worse hearing loss was reported in five studies (n=732), with proportions ranging from 0% (Uzbekistan)
to 23% (Cameroon). Hyperglycaemia was observed in the two studies that used high-dose gatifloxacin (in
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TABLE 4 Results of individual patient data univariable meta-regression to identify risk factors for failure/relapse, death and
loss to follow-up
Failure/relapse versus success

Age (median 31 years)
Below median
Median or above
Sex
Female
Male
HIV status
Positive
Negative or unknown
Sputum smear
Positive
Negative
Chest radiograph¶
Cavitary disease
Noncavitary
Timing of culture
conversion+
Did not convert by
month 2
Converted by
month 2
Fluoroquinolone used
Moxifloxacin
Gatifloxacin
Fluoroquinolone
resistance
Resistant§
Susceptibleƒ
Second-line injectable
resistance
Resistant
Susceptible
Pyrazinamide
resistance
Resistant
Susceptible
Ethambutol resistance
Resistant
Susceptible
Prothionamide
resistance
Resistant
Susceptible

Death versus survival#

Loss to follow-up versus survival#

Events/patients (%)

OR (95% CI)

Events/patients (%)

OR (95% CI)

Events/patients (%)

OR (95% CI)

15/256 (6)
6/242 (2.5)

3 (0.95–7)
Reference

15/271 (6)
20/262 (8)

1 (0.4–1)
Reference

17/273 (6)
31/273 (11)

0.5 (0.3–0.96)
Reference

11/165 (7)
10/333 (3)

2 (0.7–4)
Reference

17/182 (9)
18/351 (5)

2 (0.96–4)

16/181 (9)
32/365 (9)

1 (0.5–1.9)

1/12 (8)
20/486 (4)

0.4 (0.03–6)
Reference

4/16 (25)
31/517 (6)

5 (2–17)
Reference

0/12 (0)
48/534 (9)

NA
Reference

16/441 (4)
5/53 (9)

1 (0.4–5)
Reference

32/472 (7)
3/57 (5)

1 (0.4–4)
Reference

42/483 (9)
6/59 (10)

1 (0.3–2)
Reference

6/102 (6)
11/374 (3)

1.5 (0.5–5)
Reference

8/109 (7)
23/398 (6)

1 (0.6–3)
Reference

15/117 (13)
31/405 (8)

2 (0.9–3)
Reference

15/113 (13)

7 (3–20)

5/117 (4)

1 (0.4–3)

11/124 (9)

2 (1–5)

6/356 (2)

Reference

14/371 (4)

Reference

15/371 (4)

Reference

12/74 (16)
9/424 (2)

9 (4–22)
Reference

6/80 (8)
29/453 (6)

1 (0.5–3)
Reference

8/82 (9)
40/464 (9)

1 (0.6–3)
Reference

9/56 (16)
11/417 (3)

46 (8–273)
Reference

3/59 (5)
26/442 (6)

1 (0.3–3)
Reference

7/63 (11)
41/458 (9)

1 (0.5–3)
Reference

1/11 (9)
17/457 (4)

0.4 (0.04–4)
Reference

1/12 (8)
29/486 (6)

1 (0.2–12)
Reference

3/14 (21)
45/502 (9)

3 (0.7–10)
Reference

15/124 (12)
2/135 (1.5)

8 (2–38)
Reference

6/131 (5)
6/141 (4)

1 (0.3–4)
Reference

11/135 (8)
10/145 (7)

1 (0.5–3)
Reference

19/312 (6)
0/163 (0)

NA
Reference

22/335 (7)
9/172 (5)

1 (1–3)
Reference

29/341 (9)
18/181 (10)

1 (0.5–3)
Reference

2/76 (3)
9/339 (3)

1 (0.2–5)#
Reference

5/81 (6)
24/363 (7)

1 (0.3–3)
Reference

6/82 (7)
30/369 (8)

1 (0.4–2)
Reference

Data are presented as n/n (%), unless otherwise stated. NA: not available (could not compute); MDR: multidrug-resistant; TB: tuberculosis.
Excludes cohorts with only aggregate data available (Cameroon and Niger). Patients with missing data excluded. Odds ratios are rounded to the
nearest integer, with the exception of those <1, which are rounded to the nearest decimal place. Italic indicates the 95% confidence interval
does not cross 1. #: fixed-effects meta-analysis as random-effects model did not converge; ¶: data from Bangladesh and Uzbekistan only; +: for
death, analysis excludes 16 patients that died within the first 2 months of treatment; for loss to follow-up, analysis excludes 22 patients lost
within the first 2 months of treatment; §: includes n=13 with ofloxacin-susceptible and low-level gatifloxacin-resistant/high-level gatifloxacinsusceptible MDR-TB; ƒ: includes n=5 with ofloxacin-resistant and gatifloxacin-susceptible MDR-TB.

21 out of 493 (4%) participants in Bangladesh and six out of 65 (9%) in Niger), but not in the other
studies.

Discussion
In the studies included in our meta-analysis, 29% of patients with confirmed MDR-TB did not initiate a
shorter regimen; these exclusions were mostly due to prior exposure to second-line drugs, baseline drug
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TABLE 5 Treatment outcomes stratified by susceptibility to fluoroquinolones and pyrazinamide,
from individual patient data meta-analyses
Resistance profile
FQ-S, PZA-S
FQ-S, PZA-R
FQ-R, PZA-S¶
FQ-R, PZA-R+

Studies

Success/total

Method of pooling

Success versus fail/relapse

3
3
2
1

121/121
88/96
12/14
19/26

Simple#
RE
FE
NA

100 (97–100)
92 (24–100)
86 (54–97)
73 (52–87)

Data are presented as n, n/n or % (95% CI), unless otherwise stated. Excludes death and loss to follow-up.
FQ: fluoroquinolone; PZA: pyrazinamide; R: resistant; S: susceptible; RE: random-effects meta-analysis;
FE: fixed-effects meta-analysis; NA: not applicable because only one study; MIC: minimum inhibitory
concentration. #: percent calculated as 100×unweighted proportion; ¶: the FQ-R group is comprised of one
participant from the Swaziland cohort with the remaining participants from the Bangladesh cohort; +: all
data from the Bangladesh cohort. In a study by AUNG et al. [7] reporting results from the same Bangladesh
cohort, high-level gatifloxacin resistance (defined as MIC ⩾2 mg·L−1) was associated with unsuccessful
treatment, but not low-level gatifloxacin resistance. In the table, among persons with ofloxacin-resistant
multidrug-resistant tuberculosis, high-level gatifloxacin resistance was documented in n=15, low-level
gatifloxacin resistance in n=13 and gatifloxacin MIC was not measured in n=4.

resistance, or pre-treatment loss to follow-up or death. Among participants with confirmed MDR-TB that
initiated a shorter regimen, 83% were successfully treated; however, success rates were lower (70%) in the
more recent studies in Uzbekistan and Swaziland. Failure/relapse was more frequent in participants treated
with moxifloxacin, with strains resistant to fluoroquinolones or pyrazinamide and in the absence of culture
conversion by month 2 of treatment. Based in part on these analyses, the WHO issued a conditional
recommendation that shorter regimens may be used in MDR-TB patients not previously treated with
second-line drugs, and in whom fluoroquinolone and second-line injectable resistance have been excluded
or are “highly unlikely” [8].
The pooled estimates of treatment success rates should be interpreted with caution. In part this is because
of the careful selection of participants into the shorter regimen studies that likely resulted in the exclusion
of patients at greater risk of failure, death or loss to follow-up. Differences in success rates between our
meta-analysis of shorter regimens and a prior meta-analysis of older studies [2], as well as with
programmatic outcomes (table 8), are mostly accounted for by deaths and losses to follow-up; this suggests
that differences in patient populations (in part due to participant selection), or treatment support, may
partially explain the greater success rates in the shorter regimen studies and that similar results may not be
achieved in programmatic settings. The heterogeneity demonstrated by the lower success rates in the
Uzbekistan and Swaziland cohorts also raises concerns about generalisability. Ultimately, randomised trials
comparing shorter regimens to conventional regimens are needed to overcome limitations in the existing
evidence base arising from potential selection bias or residual confounding.
Our findings underscore the importance of performing baseline DSTs to fluoroquinolones and
pyrazinamide given their association with risk of failure/relapse, and also DSTs for second-line injectables,
as the shorter regimen has never been studied in patients with strains that are resistant to the second-line
injectable used in their regimen. While some may question the value of baseline DSTs given that the

TABLE 6 Acquired drug resistance
Drug

Fluoroquinolones
Kanamycin
Ethionamide
Pyrazinamide
Clofazimine

Participants evaluated for
acquired resistance

10
18
1
1
9

Participants with acquired resistance/evaluated,
stratified by treatment outcome
Success#

Failure/relapse

Loss to follow-up

0/3
0/5

1/5
2/10
1/1
1/1
2/7

0/2
0/3

0/2

Data are presented as n or n/n from three studies with individual patient data. All acquired resistance was
observed in four participants (Bangladesh, n=2; Uzbekistan, n=1; Swaziland, n=1). #: successfully treated
participants who had drug susceptibility tests performed on positive cultures obtained during treatment.
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TABLE 7 Adverse events
Severity
Grade ⩾2

Grade 3–4
Niger
Allergic
Hyperglycaemia
Gastrointestinal
Haematological
Hepatic
Musculoskeletal
Neurological
Ophthalmological
Ototoxicity (hearing loss)
Psychiatric
Renal

Cameroon

Uzbekistan

Bangladesh

Niger

6 (9)

1 (4)

13 (3)
21 (4)
105 (21)

1 (2)
1 (2)
2 (3)

Grade 2

Swaziland

2 (3)
9 (14)

24 (23)§
1 (1)

2 (3)
2 (3)

1 (4)
1 (4)
4 (17)
1 (4)

13 (3)
10 (2)
3 (1)
24 (5)
1 (0)

Not specified
Swaziland

Cameroon

3 (13)
2 (8)
3 (13)

–#

1 (2)
9 (14)
3 (5)
1 (2)
5 (8)
3 (5)

2 (8)
2 (3)
3 (5)

Uzbekistan

4 (6)
8 (13)

1 (1)¶

1 (4)
2 (8)+

1 (1)¶
22 (21)¶,§

2 (8)

1 (1)¶

Data are presented as n (%). Bangladesh, n=493; Cameroon, n=150; Niger, n=65; Uzbekistan, n=64; Swaziland, n=24. #: study reported “many
patients” experiencing nausea and vomiting, without specifying number; ¶: hepatic: transaminitis necessitating discontinuation of pyrazinamide;
ophthalmological: suspected retrobulbar neuritis necessitating discontinuation of ethambutol; ototoxicity: “mild” hearing loss; renal:
hypercreatinaemia necessitating dose reduction of kanamycin; +: includes one participant with vestibular toxicity; §: denominator for ototoxicity
is 106 participants who had two audiograms performed (at baseline and 4 months).

majority of participants with strains resistant to fluoroquinolones or pyrazinamide were successfully
treated (>80%), as were the majority with strains resistant to both drugs (73%), the crude rates should be
interpreted with caution due to the small numbers of participants with resistance and the careful
participant selection. Unfortunately, data were insufficient to determine the importance of baseline
resistance to other component medications.
The present review has a number of limitations. First, the preponderance of patient data originating from
the Bangladesh study. However, in a sensitivity analysis where this study was excluded, the pooled
proportion of treatment success versus failure/relapse death or default was similar to that reported in our
primary analysis (82.4%, 95% CI 63.0–92.8%). Second, the exclusion of one ongoing, unpublished study.
However, this is unlikely to have affected our findings or conclusions because the excluded study had
interim participant selection and outcome rates ( publicly available in the WHO guidelines [13]) that were
similar to the studies that we included [8]. Third, all meta-regression analyses were unadjusted for
potential confounders, due to limited number of outcomes.

TABLE 8 Comparison of pooled multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) treatment
outcomes from a meta-analysis of studies of short regimens to pooled outcomes from a
meta-analysis of older MDR-TB studies and to outcomes pooled from programmatic data
reported by the World Health Organization (WHO)

Subjects n
Treatment success %
Failure/relapse %
Death %
Loss to follow-up or no
outcome data %

Meta-analysis of short
regimens

Meta-analysis of older
studies#

Programmatic
data¶

796
83
3
6
5

9153
54
8
15
23

86 936
52
9
17
22

#
: the meta-analysis of older MDR-TB studies [2] pooled outcomes from cohorts whose participants and
treatment differed in many aspects, e.g. history of prior exposure to second-line drugs, baseline drug
resistance, use of individualised versus standardised regimens, number and selection of drugs, and the
duration of intensive and continuation phases (this older meta-analysis also included 603 patients treated
with the short regimen in the Bangladesh cohort, some of whom were included in the present
meta-analysis of shorter regimens); ¶: MDR-TB cohorts started on treatment in 2013, reported to the WHO
as part of aggregated reporting by countries worldwide [1].
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Our study also has several strengths. First, the use of IPD meta-analysis that enabled us to identify
patient-level risk factors for failure/relapse, death and loss to follow-up, which would not have been
possible with a traditional, aggregate data meta-analysis. Second, the inclusion of unpublished data from
two studies in Uzbekistan and Swaziland, which allowed us to identify that the high success rates reported
in the published studies may not be generalisable. Third, the quality of the data, which included at least
1-year of follow-up for relapse in all studies.
Our study has implications for the programmatic use of shorter MDR-TB regimens. First, our observations
that resistance to fluoroquinolones or resistance to pyrazinamide were risk factors for failure/relapse and
also that acquired drug resistance occurred among failures underscore that programmes implementing
shorter regimens should simultaneously strive to scale-up DSTs for the component drugs, as others have
recently suggested [14–16], and have alternative regimens available for patients identified to have strains
that are resistant at baseline or that acquire resistance during treatment. This is also supported by evidence
from other studies showing that successful MDR-TB treatment is determined, in part, by the number of
drugs used against which the infecting strain is susceptible [2, 17–19], including pyrazinamide [20].
Second, all shorter regimen studies used daily directly observed therapy with social support and provided
antiretroviral therapy to all people living with HIV; hence, such interventions should be considered
essential components of shorter regimens. Third, programmes should ensure proper screening and
management of adverse events [21]. Fourth, successfully treated patients should be followed for relapse for
at least 1 year after completion of therapy.
Conclusions
The high rate of treatment success that we estimated from observational studies of shorter standardised
regimens is promising, but its generalisability to less selected populations and to programmatic settings is
uncertain. Our data suggest that key determinants of treatment success with these regimens include
baseline susceptibility to fluoroquinolones, pyrazinamide and second-line injectables. The generalisability
of the evidence base will be strengthened by more data on baseline resistance to other component drugs,
on the regimen’s effectiveness in programmatic settings and from randomised trials comparing shorter
standardised regimens to those of more conventional duration.
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